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LA FUITE

A JEWEL TO SHARE WITH FAMILY
Bag on the back, he runs. Vagabond, fugitive, refugee
of yesterday or today, he faces the obstacles that the life
sows on its way. Imagined by the filmmaker Olivier Meyrou, this short and circus form reinvents the figure of the
clown who made the famous hours of mute cinema. Child
or adult, we laugh at what falls on his head, as much
amused by his fragility as his ability to get out of inextricable situations. Matias Pilet incarnates with grace and
innocence this manhandled hero. Acrobat, mime, dancer,
he excels with economy of means to move us.

TO KNOW A LITTLE MORE …
HEKTOR AND THE BURLESQUE
The character of Hektor, born during Terabak de Kyiv by Stéphane
Ricordel, then developed by Olivier Meyrou and Matias Pilet, is part
of the burlesque tradition, escaping the rules of classical narrative.
The basics of the show are the sustained rhythm and scenes with
gags, tics and unexpected reactions, giving to the character physical
characteristics.

HEKTOR AND ACROBATICS
Hektor frequently loses control of his body. He finds himself sometimes prisoner of it, sometimes pushed towards improbable movements. The way Hektor moves gives us clues to his way of thinking
and highlights his unlikely strategies for getting out of trouble. Acrobatic techniques are transgressed and rethought through the character. For example, his way of walking facing the wind is acrobatic
but just reveals his way of dealing with a natural element. Hektor is
awkward but he loves grace, even in the most desperate situations.
Body and acrobatic work shows a world gone mad where the human
is maltreated. The show alternates moments of accelerations and
moments of respite where Hektor reveals his strength in daily life. It
is an utopian which dreams of a better world. It is an excluded person
who looks like us.
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TEAM
Olivier Meyrou
author & stage director
Matias Pilet
author & performer
Jules Pierret
technical manager
Jules Pierret / Sofia Bassim
sound and light managers (alternately)
Lyévine-Marie Chevalier
production manager
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BIOGRAPHIES
Olivier Meyrou
author & stage director
Trained at FEMIS, the French National Film School, and laureate of «Villa Medicis hors les
murs», Olivier Meyrou is a filmmaker and a stage director. In 2007, his film Au-delà de la
haine gets the Teddy Bear for best film at the Berlin Film Festival. His movies Célébration
and Parade are also selected in 2008 and 2013. At the theater, he creates Acrobates
in 2013 with Stéphane Ricordel and stage-manages La petite fille aux allumettes at the
Comédie-Française. Olivier Meyrou works with Matias Pilet since 2010. Together, they
create TU, La Fuite and Anjalousia.
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Matias Pilet
author & performer
Trained at the National School of Circus Arts in Rosny in France in 2008, Matias Pilet is
attracted by acrobatics and dance. He begins to think about how to «dance acrobatics».
Then, studying at the Académie Fratellini, with Alexandre Fournier, they focus on the
fusion of their different bodies and movements. They play together in Totem de cirque
by Fabrice Champion, Bestioles as part of their studies at the Académie Fratellini, Nos
Limites at 104 and choreographed by Radhouane El Meddeb and Acrobates by Stéphane
Ricordel in 2016. The same year, he is one of the interpreters of Terabak de Kyiv. After
an appearance in 2012 in the film Parade, he creates with Olivier Meyrou in 2015 the
acrobatic solo TU, then La Fuite and Anjalousia. Meanwhile, Matias Pilet also follows
Gaga dance workshops.
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PARTNERS

MAIN FEATURES

PRESS

Producer Le Monfort théâtre – Paris

Duration: 40 minutes

Marvel at Matias Pilet and Olivier Meyrou with La Fuite for a

For all, from 4 years old
All terrain show that can be played in atypical spaces,
– Rome (Italy), Palacio Pancas Palha – Lisbon indoors or outdoors
Day and night
(Portugal)
Supports L’Agora – Boulazac (France), Villa Médicis

Thanks Companhia Olga Roriz, Villa Médicis – Rome

Tour team: 2-3 people

Arrival at D-1, Set up at D, Dismantling after the last
performance
(France), Sébastien Savine, Arthur Chavaudret, (according to the schedules)
(Italy), Le Quai – National Dramatic Center of Angers
Pierre Marie Lazaroo

No transport of decor
In the case of 2 shows on the same day: provide
either a break of 1h or 4h (warm-up)

Technical rider and financial
elements on demand

virtuose, whimsical performance guaranteed.
(Paris Capitale hors série)
Un spectacle inoubliable aux faux airs de Buster Keaton.
Sensation au Festival Mimos. (Télérama)
On en redemande. Cette demi-heure égrenée sur des airs
de piano qui reprend des hits de Chaplin, de comédies
musicales et même de l’Adagietto de Malher est parfaite.
(Le Figaro)
Ce spectacle aussi philosophique que désopilant réinvente
la figure du clown à travers les efforts mimesques et tout à
fait acrobatiques déployés par un personnage tout droit sorti
d’un film muet et qui s’évertue à échapper ... d’une tente!
(24 heures, Lausanne)
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THEY WENT THERE !
Villa Médicis – Rome (Italy)
L’Agora, Festival 30/30 – Boulazac (France)
Le Monfort, Festival (des)Illusions – Paris (France)
L’Apostrophe – National Scene of Cergy Pontoise and Val d’Oise (France)
Festival Paris l’été (France)
Festival MIMOS – Périgueux (France)
Festival Les Nuits des Arènes – Paris (France)
Festival Spring 2019 – Normandy (France)
Théâtre Sartrouville Yvelines – National Dramatic Center (France)
Le Quai – National Dramatic Center of Angers (France)
Théâtre du Cormier – Cormeilles en Parisis (France)
Festival Arrête ton cirque – Paimpont (France)
Académie Fratellini – Saint Denis (France)
Le Tangram National Scene – Evreux (France)
Festival Musiques et cirques au parc – Rosny sous Bois (France)
Festival de la Cité Lausanne – Switzerland
Festival Contre Courant – Avignon (France)
Pessac (France)
Les Echappées Belles – National Scene 61 (Alençon, France)
Effervescences, Saumur (France)
Cirque au Sommet - Crans-Montana (Swiss)

Cultural Center Didier Bienaimé – la Chapelle Saint-Luc (France)
MJC Persan (France)
La Brèche – National circus pole – Cherbourg-en-Cotentin (France)

COMING SOON ... (IN PROGRESS)
Le Colombier - Magnanville (France)
Espace Lino Ventura - Garges-lès-Gonesse (France)
Festival Les Ribambelles - La Machinerie - Homécourt (France)
Le Vellein – Villefontaine (France)
GR 5.0 - Mont Saint-Michel Normandie (France)
Germany Tour (French Institutes, Theater and Dance Office)
Festival IDEKLIC – International Festival for children – Moirans en Montagne (France)
Les Rues en Scène Festival with Le Roudour - Morlaix (France)
Maison des Arts du Léman – Thonon Evian Publier (France)
Cirque Jules Verne – National circus pole with MCA Amiens (France)
Chile / Colombia Tour (French Institutes) with La Collection – French Institute of Paris

CONTACT
Lyévine-Marie Chevalier
lyevine.chevalier@lemonfort.fr
+33 (0)1 44 94 98 08
LE MONFORT
106 rue Brancion 75015 Paris - FRANCE
lemonfort.fr

